
Locative Media?

• What is it?
o GPS + Mobile Media + internet
o Add geographical layer to web and makes information available relative to

coordinates where you are.
o Open to everyone
o Commercial interests = location-based advertising
o As a contemporary art practice it is associated with other terms: geo-

tagging, psychogeography, guided walks, imaginary urbanism, radical
cartography, altered maps, land/earth art, site-specific art, travel writing,
place-based photo blogging, ephemeral cities, drift, neogeography,
augmented reality, geographic annotation

o It is new.
• What does it mean commercially?

o Location based advertising? Virtual signage? Ambient findability? With
new mobile phones equipped GPS businesses will be able to let you know
of sales, services as you come near to them.

o Push/Pull adverts. People will customize their geographical search.
Instead of being as loud as possible = Push, you draw people toward you
product or service based on interest at the time and place.

o Example you are a new city and you are looking for a good restaurant,
your PDA will let you know what is nearby, reviews and ratings.

o Essentially this is mobile google. Attaching information to geographic
location.

o Objects speak.
o We will be using an application for the iPhone that is designed

• What does it mean for culture?
o Education– annotating place as countless applications for history, urban

studies
o Scientific research – tagging ecological hotspots, migratory patterns
o Tourism - virtual tours of landmarks
o Locative journalism – attaching stories to place, NY Times articles are

now geotagged and can be shown in Google Earth
o Social – web 2.0. Proximity to friends or communities of common interest.

Facebook.
o Collaborative mapmaking.
o Conviviality – local community, face to face interaction
o And the possibilities for art. Experiences that enrich what it is to be

human.
• What is a locative media artist?

o Design experiences where the medium or vehical for the experience is the
body/brain + physical space + media (text, image, video)

o A tree sings, spontaneous bursts of poetry, a phone call invitation to play
o Urban Exploration but also rural. City and country filled with narrative

artifacts – real or imagined.  A lamppost where a meeting takes place.



Map the ecology of a park. An old growth tree. Full geographic narratives
posted on social networks. Available as RSS, on Maps or as a live walking
experience.

o Geographic information can make the unfamiliar and familiar and
familiar, unfamiliar.

o Embodied experiences – can’t control the experience, people perceive in
different ways.  Not passive spectators glued to their seats. Nor in a chair
reading. Interactive. Element of the game. Subjectivity– objective
representation may not be of primary value when reality in its full glory is
all around and the media is in you palm.  Not replacing reality with its
representation, but augmenting it. Using media as a trigger for something
to happen. The experience is potentially different for everyone.

o Modes of transportation – primary is walking outside. Inside you lose
connection to the satellites. Car and locative media presents some obvious
dangers, though not out of the question. Biking can be a interesting –
opens the narrative field to wider area.

o Walking has some important values: you can go many place (off the
path), slower form of transport that gets one to notice more, bi-lateral
activity that engages many parts of the brain.

o Walking as a cultural/artistic practice takes us back to deep roots of
human culture.

o Walking and thinking:
Since Aristotle – peripatetic school. Walking as way stimulate thought.

GPS and the grid

• Global Positioning System:
o Constellation of navigation satellites that orbit the earth about twice a day.
o Ensures there are at least four above at any time.
o Position obtained by determining distance of sattelite to receiver – timed.
o Trilateration or triangulation: three satellites distance to a receiver gives

you 2D position on earth. Long and Lat. Fourth satellite gives height – 3D.
o 10 meter accuracy.

• Desgined by Dept of Defence for military application. GPS was a technology
designed to for example, know exactly where to drop bombs.

• Fed Gov. opened system to public in 2000. First geocache in Oregon.
• Public opening to GPS = geocaching. Scavenger hunt. Given coordinates of a

location. You set out to find the treasure. There might be challenges between
waypoints or coordinates. Log book – tell your story of what happened along the
way.  Not about the grid. It is about the experience of getting out into a place
you’ve never been to. As a game, it generates a subjective story of the user. Each
path to the location is different.  Geocache themes and stories.

• GIS – geographical information systems: media 2.0.



o Combined with network.

• Ptolemaic Grid – longitute and latitude. Eliminated monsters and dragons from
medevil maps. Ptolemy. Alexandria Egypt, astronemer and geographer. Applied
the grid system to maps. Longitute and latitude. North up , East on right.

• Alberti’s perspective
o Linear perspective is a mathematical system for creating the illusion of

space and distance on a 2D surface. 1400’s. Instructions for painters by
Alberti.

o Picture=window – with grid
o Determine horizon line
o Vanishing pointy on horizon
o Parallel lines = visual rays. Orthagonal lines.
o Begin a painting with a grid.  Space is filled with objects. A container. Not

connected to what is in it.

• St. Jerome de Messina
o Perspective lines in relation to rolling hills and folds.
o Man in center surrounded by a tamed animals. Mind and knowledge,

rationality vs. unruly outside.
o The frame.

• Colonial settlers parceled land into rectangles – made no sense to native cultures
who had relationship to the land through myth, ceremony and stories. Space was
relational. Not an empty container.

• Grid in daily life – we are pattern creatures. Structural. Efficient way to organize
and parcel space. Again as if space were this empty thing that could be filled.

o Street – Japanese streets, house #s by age
o Workstations
o Gym
o City / Farms
o Longitude and latitude for maps
o A convenient and efficient way to locate things in relationship to other

things.
• Challenge to locative media artists to use the grid against itself.  Our life

experience is structured with the grid, for the most part we know where we are,
mental map or by looking at the street number. but we know that there is more to
experience than this.

• The desire to be lost. Not knowing where you are makes where you are new. You
pay more attention. The secret why we like to travel – even though the travel
industry does everything keep you from getting lost. The desire to enter back into
our own lives – our own stories -  and get away from the system of our routine,
our mental grids.



Getting Lost in a Story

• The Forest – a good story takes a crooked path, unfolds the unexpected, we leave
the familiar enter into the unknown and then hopefully return.

• Art is always a safe place to explore potentially unsafe experiences. Look what is
in the local movie theater to see the evidence of that.

• Stories are for the most part spatial. Characters move around an environment. The
scene changes. And when you are done with a story – you have a mental map of a
story space. We have an experience. We have traveled somewhere.

• Dante – map of his walk, real. Conical. In the Divine Comedy (Divina
Commedia)  The Inferno is described as a conical structure with successive
circles, each reserved for particular categories of sinners.

• The linear journey is central to all cultures myth and stories- buildings tell stories,
paths carved through the land tell stories. Hypertext is experienced as a linear
story only with out constraining paths. One thing leads to another.

• Designing locative media art should in some way be like a journey or a story,
instead of wayfinding perhaps waylosing. Not actually getting lost, but creating a
story space where the user is the agent of an unfolding experience.  Where the
user is compelled to move to the next waypoint.

• a sequential experience or multi-linear. Navigate waypoints?
• Interactive Media – is the model – electronic literature to computer games

o Narrative vs. database tension. Control vs. Chaos. Linear vs. Non-linear
o But instead of a primarily virtual space made up of code. We are working

with the physical environment.
o A navigable non-linear space where the user chooses the path, makes his

or her own narrative of the piece. Navigates space, performs actions that
unfold sequentially.

o Successful computer games involve a story where the user is the
protagonist. Something is at stake. Suspense is generated.

o The story is not the same each.
o 

• Songlines – Australian Aborigines had a sequence of songs that helped them
navigate the unforgiving desert.  Identify landmarks, sites of sacred art. Songs that
told stories of a mythic past, that told of landmarks, an invisible layer of the
landscape. All things begin in Dreamtime. Spirits took form in animals and plants
and rocks. Existence revealed by signs in the landscape. Their dreaming and
journeying tracks are the songlines. A network of invisible pathways.

Walker as Agent of an Experience

• Locative Media artists have looked for models: Designing space.
• Architecture – experienced not as designs on paper, but by moving through the

space. How the light changes. Paths, walls, invitations to spaces in the distance.
Shaping space now open to everyone.

• Gardens – walking gardens following a path, multiple paths. Sculpture gardens
that told a story. Landscape Storytelling for memorial sites.



• Pilgrimages – journey, internal and external, personal engaged with myth. Visit
to sacred site re-enacting a story of spiritual significance, the emphasis is on
internalizing this story. The first form of travel. Contributed to trade. 20th century
tourism, Selling making relics. Souvenirs.

• Stations of the Cross is the story of Jesus’s crucixiction enacted around the world.
In the Bronx , Dominican community transformed their streets by walking
through the stages of a biblical story.

• Labyrinths – a metaphor of life’s spiritual journey.
• Interactive games outside

Walking as generative art practice

o The walk itself produces the art. Artist as walker
o Petroglyphs, cave paintings and sculptures as landmarks for wayfinding, but also

story…
o Marking/Tagging or annotating space - Graffiti.
o Travel diary as an art form. Sketch book. Record of a journey.
o Basho and Haiku/Ginko – the form itself marks a particular time and place
o Romantic poets used walking as a way to generate poems, the mind engaged

with nature, organic associative way of thinking. Walking as a way to free the
captive self from artificial and mechanized culture created by the scientific
enlightenment. Wordsworth, Clare

o Emerson and Thoreau and Whitman celebrated walking as a way to bring the self
back to the body. Whitman’s poems are montages of walking the landscape or
cityscape.

o The 19th century French poet Baudelaire made famous The Flaneur – a detached
solitary observer of the cityscape.  Poems are like snapshots of city. camera as
tool - Street photography.

o Flaneur: flaner means "to stroll". A flâneur is thus a person who walks the city in
order to experience it. accumulated significant meaning as a referent for
understanding urban phenomena and modernity. Window shopping,

o Contemporary walking artists Richard Long, Hamish Fulton and Sophie Calle
where the art work is the record (usually photographic) of a particular walk taken.

o Land/ Earth artists like Robert Smithson and Andy Goldsworthy create
ephemeral works out natural materials from solitary walks.

Walking as a field of subjective experience
• Psychogeography: “study of precise laws and specific effects of the geographic

environment, consciously organized or not, on the emotion and behaviour of
individuals.” Guy Debord

• Practice of psychogeography thru Drifts (aimless walking)
• Stream of consciousness was a Modernist literary technique that put the reader

inside the head of a protagonist. Explored thinking, but not abstract thinking.
Experience of the everyday as it unfolded.



• James Joyce as one of the pioneers of this technique. His so called unreadable
masterpiece “Ulysses” is a walk around Dublin that takes place in a single day.
Joyce said that he was less interested in the ideas in his book than in where a
particular tree or building was. He wanted to create a literary map of his
hometown. And he wrote it from memory as he was in Paris. The book is so exact
in its mapping that it has generated a walk that takes place every year called
Bloomsday where enthusiasts walk the same course around Dublin.

• Ulysses is a difficult read because it tries to translate the chaos of everyday
subjectivity – memory, perception, imagination while moving through physical
space. Things seen and heard trigger certain directions in thought. Thought is
crooked and meandering, not clear and structured like the narrative voice of a
typical novel .

• The Surrealists and Dadaists of the 1920’s walking was a subversive activity,
but at the same time about the ordinary and everyday.  Explored the subjective
city by what they called “drifts” or derive. Started as a collective experience
where they would walk the Paris by letting chance and the subconscious guide
them. Conflicts of strong willed artists, practice became solitary. The associations
of concrete everyday objects, an item in a shop window and street sign, another
pedestrian would produce an imaginary or poetic state. One practice involved
walking into a movie theater while a movie was playing, stay for a few scenes and
then go into a different movie and then piece together the scenes into your own
movie.

• These walks produced two notable works of psychogeographic literature Nadja
, by Andre Breton and Paris Peasant by Louis Aragon that are less stories than
dream-like journeys through real places in Paris.  Experiencing the city in this
way generated not only a new art form - Surrealism, but a new method of
experiencing the city.

• These Modernist art movements and practices came out as a reaction to the
increasing grid like structure of cities that took away from subjective experience.
Place filled by story – personal anecdotes, folktales, histories.  In the 1950s after
the devastation of WWII and in the midst of rebuilding Europe into even more
grid like boxes of Modernist architecture, a leftist art/political group formed in
Paris to actively protest these impersonal structures. Situationist International led
by Guy Debord focused their creative energies on techniques to dismantle the
“Society of the Spectacle” – a society designed around Capitalist representations
of reality rather than reality itself.  Ads, billboards, movies, TV, tourism. Reality
in this sense being the experience and design of ones own life and community
experience – not one shaped by commerce. One of their most famous techniques
was similar to the Surrealist drift but without the emphasis on chance and the
subconscious. A drift was a deliberate act with an objective to walk the city
against the grid and the spectacle. Against ingrained habit.

• Fluxus in 1960’s  (influenced by dada) were less interested in the subconscious of
the artist than in handing over an experience or event to be completed by the
viewer if not in reality than in their heads. Do it yourself art. Instructions art.
Conceptual art. Anti-art. Happenings. Yoko Ono – “ jump in all the puddles of the
city”



• Psychogeography today
• Conflux, Glowlab
• TBA – KRHIS SODEN – Portland tour of tilberg
• Urban playground, reclaiming the streets
• Algorithmic walking ( a set of instructions or constraints)
• Societies and groups all over the world

Locative Media Art

• Looks to all these past techniques and practices. But it is still new. Respond to the
challenges. There are no fixed forms.

• An open field for creation and experimentation.
• Annotating place with story. Remind us of the miraculous outside the door, that

the grid is as much in a our rigid minds as in the streets.
• refilling space with stories and ghosts.
• New models of reading the city. Pay attention to its textures, signs, flows,

hidden spots, also warnings.
• Explore and create “Relational Space” scott mcquire. As opposed to container

space. Space cannot exist in the absence of matter.

• Big Here, space filled with wonder, knowledge and spam. But you will be able to
control the flow of information. How?

• Importance of the local. Value given to place through communal stories and
shared experience. Also by the design of artists. Think local and act small, is not
limiting. Makes real connection.

• Age of mechanical reproduction – digital rights. Geographic data makes art
singular again. It can only be experienced live.

• Not just local art or local cinema, but cinema physically attached to a particular
place.

• Qualities to look for: technology reinterprets the city not necessarily represents it.
Like movie. New frames for making sense of the city. Provides new ways of
experiencing the city. Embedded media practice.

• Reconcile abstract world of globaliszation with more subjective experience of
place.


